
This time last year, we were only a 
few months into sweeping new
changes to the planning system,

which opened up the possibility of  new
permitted development rights and new use
classes.  Changes in the law always take
time to test and filter down to the reality 
on the ground, either through planning
applications, appeals or later judge-made
law through High Court cases.

One such case we have been dealing 
with over the last 18 months demonstrates
the need to adapt and be flexible as 
new opportunities arise, but also the
challenge that this creates for dealing 
with local planning authority officers, 
who are themselves often trying to adapt to
this change.

This is the first of  two articles involving a
current planning case, where we explain
how we helped take a site from a single
storey small community hall to a new 
3-storey development comprising 20 new
apartments in North London, making use of
changes to the Use Classes rules (as well as
other planning strategies) along the way.

Opportunity for new development
The development site comprises a former
church hall site, no longer used or needed
by the church opposite for community use.
This substantial site, located next to a
primary school and within walking distance
of  buses, underground stations and local
shops, was a great opportunity for a
substantial new flatted development.

The site sits in a broadly residential area,
in a location on the fringe of  greater
densities and building heights, and included
large expanses of  hard surfacing for car
parking, creating the opportunity for a more
environmentally-sustainable use of  the site,
returning more soft landscaping and far

lower dependency on the car, with the
benefit of  extra family housing.

Therefore, in August 2020, we embarked
on an application for planning permission
for the redevelopment of  this site into a new
build 3-storey apartment block for nine flats
and commercial use on the ground floor.

It was the culmination of  a process that
had started in January 2020, before the
pandemic had started to impact on the UK
economy and the planning process, steering
through a pre-application in July 2020 and
then finally obtaining planning permission
in October 2020.

It has resulted in a scheme that will 
make the best use of  a previously-
developed site and provide new housing 
in the London Borough of  Barnet in 
north London, reduce car parking and
deliver an attractive, exciting and more
environmentally-sustainable scheme.

However, we had to meet some unusual
and interesting challenges on the way to
this result.

Community uses
Any redevelopment of  a site currently in a
‘community-related’ use, such as churches,
community halls and medical uses, before
September 2020, would have normally
been heavily restricted.

Usually, the Council will want to see 
the replacement of  at least the same
‘community use’ on site as part of  their
local planning policies, even if  comprised
within a residential-led mixed use 
scheme. This can cause conflicts with 
new flats above in some cases through
increased noise and disturbance or traffic,
but also limits the value-add of  a sound
commercial ground floor tenant, such as a
Tesco Express or similar mini-market of
strong covenant.

The Council had stated in earlier pre-
applications for development of  the site
that, for this reason, it would not accept a
full residential development of  the site
without replacement of  the existing
community facility. However, this opinion
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was expressed before the new use classes
and new Use Class E (Commercial and
Business Uses) came into effect in
September 2020.

St. John’s Church no longer wanted or
needed the church hall, as they were
planning to build a new one on their site
across the road. However, the Council
would still look to retain it in community 
use until we could be sure that the Church
had secured permission for and provided 
a new replacement facility on their new 
site. This significantly encumbered the
residential opportunity by placing the fate
of  this site in the hands of  a third party 
and the progress of  their own, entirely
independent planning application.

Always keep control of your own destiny 
Firstly, you are in effect tying the fortunes of
your own site to the planning prospects of
another associated site, when you have little
or no control over the course of  their
planning application.  

Secondly, it adds to costs and time as the
way in which the Council would guarantee
this reprovision across two associated sites
would be through a Section 106 Agreement
to be signed by the Council, my client and
the Church. This is best avoided, especially
when it comes to Church organisations and
trust bodies in my experience, as I have had
situations when in some cases they will not
sign standard s106 clauses insisted upon 
by the Council – Planning law and Trust law
do not always mix well together! It can
basically become a nightmare of  unending
and avoidable legal complexity, draining
cost, time and energy.

The Church’s own application for a new
church hall remains undecided, nearly two
and a half  years after it was first submitted.
This emphasizes the importance of  not
being tethered to the fortunes of  another
scheme beyond your own control.

Therefore, we initially retained a
‘community use’ on the ground floor of  an
equivalent size in the new scheme, although
this soon changed with the change in the
use classes order in the Summer of  2020.

Making use of the new Use Classes
A church hall would fall within the new Use
Class F1. There is no leeway in this use class
to add to the capital or rental value of  this
use by either permitted development or
movements within the same use class.
However, before September 2020, the hall
fell within the same Use Class as clinics,

health centres and day nurseries – Use
Class D1.

Therefore, we made use of  the final days
of  the D1 Use Class and moved in a natural
health and wellbeing operator (it does not
have to be a traditional medical practitioner
to fall into these categories). This was set up
and in use before 1 September 2020.

To satisfy the lawyers and the planners,
and as a matter of  record, we obtained a
Certificate of  Lawfulness from the Council
to confirm that the new use was a lawful
Class E Use (Commercial, Business and
Service Use).

Obtaining this Certificate of  Lawfulness
has two benefits:

1. It automatically increases the potential
value of  the development by adding to the
rental or capital value of  the commercial
part, especially as this could be valued on
the basis of  a retail or office premises
instead, for which permission would not be
needed as they are also in Class E.

2. It takes the commercial space out 
of  a ‘community-based’ use, making it
easier to avoid the Council’s more
restrictive policies on community uses 
that would probably block any future
conversion to residential, so a future
residential conversion of  this space might

be more possible (with planning) or simply a
transfer of  the space in the scheme over to a
higher value retail or business operation
(without planning).

You do not have to obtain a Certificate
but in some circumstances it can be useful.
We had made changes to the use at a time
of  transition in the Use Classes Order, so it
is prudent in such situations to have the
paperwork in the file, which avoids
awkward questions being asked later, if
disposing of  an interest in the building or
regarding re-financing.

New build and new prior approval for
Class E
It is worth noting that the new Class E
commercial unit created in this
development would not benefit from the
new Prior Approval rights under Class MA,
which came into force from 1 August 2021.

This is because these rights will only
benefit existing buildings in Class E use
which are then converted, not buildings that
are demolished and then redeveloped. All
PD and Prior Approval rights are normally
lost when a building is demolished.

Therefore, if  we wanted to convert this
space to residential in future, then we would
not be able to do so via PD rights. It
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would require an application for full
planning permission. However, not sitting
in a community use any longer would make
this much easier to obtain.

Parking and highways & COVID-19
With a larger development than this, one
would normally have to consider the capacity
of  the highway to take additional on-street
car parking. On-street parking surveys done
during school holidays or a week or so either
side are usually not accepted by local
highways authorities (referred to as the
‘Lambeth Methodology’). The lockdown in
the UK therefore severely affected the
developer’s ability to get this scheme in to the
Council for a planning application. Other
surveys were also affected at this time.

Therefore, the safest course of  action 
was simply to proceed with a scheme for
fewer dwellings where the amount of  
off-street spaces allocated in the scheme
would easily satisfy the Council’s Parking
Standards. As a result, on-street parking
surveys would not be needed and this
would not hold up the submission of  the
application during lockdown.

Optimising development opportunity
As this phase of  the planning drew 
to a close with the grant of  planning
permission toward the end of  October
2020, we then looked to discharge the pre-
commencement planning conditions.

However, as we did so, circumstances
began to change. The pandemic and

successive lockdowns impacted housing
choice and the local housing market.
Furthermore, the new London Plan 
2021 was soon adopted, placing greater
emphasis on the need to optimise housing
development on brownfield sites, such 
as this.  

These factors combined to trigger a
significant re-think of  the scheme and pave
the way for a new application that would
more than double the proposed number of
dwellings in the scheme, without altering
the size of  the approved building. We will
look at this new application in the January
2022 issue.

Wishing you all a relaxing and enjoyable
break over the Festive Season and a happy,
healthy and wealthy 2022!
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